
Sinéad Stewart

· Edited
So..... here's the craic Inishowen people. 

The local subcontractor for Irish Water requested to meet with the Inishowen Anti Water Meter 
Groups. (Yes, they're THAT worried lol)

Obviously this isn't a decision we can make unilaterally on behalf of the whole of Inishowen.

Now, we all know that no installation of water meters is taking place as the water metering 
programme in Donegal is suspended at the minute.

Inishowen Against Water Charges and Right2Water in Donegal have been to the fore-front of the 
water charges movement, we are very much a peoples movement and always try to activate as many
people in this movement as possible. 
We believe that any proposals for a meeting of this type should be discussed with everyone 
involved here, at least seeking a mandate from those people first.
IF it's decided that a meeting should take place, then it should be as broad and as inclusive to 
represent as many views of people who oppose water charges and metering as possible. 

So I put it to you dear people, what do you think? 

We might need to host a whole series of meetings around the peninsula in advance in order to talk to
as many people as possible ya know. wink emoticon

EDIT: The subcontractor refused meetings with the Donegal Water Warriors and didn't stick to any 
agreements made. Just a point to consider.

Like Comment
 Caroline Kuyper, Paddy Doran and 26 others like this.



 Toni Devine Let's be clear about the agenda if we meet. Agree with democratic process 

Sinead. Is there a time limit? Thanks for all the work so far
· Like · 3


 Kathleen Caruana Is there anything to talk to them about?

· Like · 4


 Sinéad Stewart I'm not sure Toni. Just needed to put it to everyone first to see what you all 

think first.
· Like


 Andrea Brown Agree a set of points. Agree an agenda. Everyone agrees, have the meeting.

· Like · 2
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 Annmarie Patton They said themselves on local radio that if lots of people were refusing 

meters they'd go ahead and fit them anyway only way they will make agreement is if there's 
only a few refusing the meter, only my opinion but I think they should be kept out.

· Like · 7


 Sinéad Stewart I 100% agree with you Annmarie. I just needed to give the information out 

to as many people as possible Mrs.
· Like · 4


 John Doherty Don't see the point. What's going to change? I still don't want a water meter. 

Why Wud anything this Iw traitors have to say that Wud change anyone's mind or stance. 
Non cooperation only thing.

· Like · 7


 Michael Mooney Has someone received a new request for a meeting? Last time it was SF 

member trying to liaise a meeting. Answer is there be no f#ckn meeting with these greedy 
b#stards and not even the possibility of one. They are nothing but cowboys and traitors who 
r...See More

· Like · 8


 Andrea Brown Michael Mooney Sinéad Stewart is facilitating the meeting. She is 

reasonable. She is getting her point across. They can listen or refuse to listen. I support her 
in her reasonable actions.

· Like


 Sinéad Stewart Michael, as I already informed you. It's up to the WHOLE of Inishowen. Not

up to you or anyone else to dictate whether there will or won't be any meeting.
· Like · 4


 Sinéad Stewart I didn't say I was facilitating a meeting either.

· Like · 2


 Sinéad Stewart I'm putting it to the group.

· Like · 4
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 Andrea Brown Wrong choice of words on my part smile emoticon

· Like · 1


 Eibhlin Ni Chuinneagain Yes. They said on the radio that us "protestors" were intimidating 

and forcing people to take posters and put them up on their Windows. They don't seem to 
grasp that we don't want their meters so we need to show them. They will only come to an 
agreement if only a few dont want them. Don't see how a meeting will benefit anyone only 
themselves. They can stick it.

· Like · 5


 Michael Mooney Where and when did request for meeting come from regarding resumption 

of water metering?
· Like


 Allan Loftus why should we bow to their request.when we asked for a meeting they didnt 

want to know.in my opinion they should be told to get lost.
· Edited · Like · 6


 Sinéad Stewart As you already know Michael the request came from Gildea subcontractor. 

Not sure of the date tbh. I'm flat out atm so I'm only getting to it now. Why such hostility 
Michael?

· Like · 1


 Martin Longwill No chance. I don't see what possible purpose it could serve. The 

contractor's only reason to be involved in the metering process is to make money - money 
which would inevitably come from the pockets of the public of inishowen if the process 
proceeds according to IW plans.

· Like · 4


 Michael Mooney Am only being hostile with the meter installers and all the councillors, 

TD's, IW and all others who refuse to meet me to witness and answer to the damage being 
done of which no one is or will be held accountable. And of course I will be hostile 
toward...See More

· Like · 5
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 Owen Curran Sinead you are right to get this out to as many people as possible. No one 

person or small group of people can make the decision to agree or not to agree to meet the 
contractor when he put a request for a meeting. Personally I think that there would nt be a 
lot for anyone to gain by meeting the contractor ,esp when metering in Donegal remains 
suspended.

· Like · 7


 Dualta Donaghy Not sure purpose of meeting, unless they want us to go easier on them and 

make their job easier which we won't back down.
· Like · 5


 Sinéad Stewart Exactly. It has to be put to everyone, not just a few people. I agree too but 

I'm only one voice. The whole of Inishowen is involved so they're being asked. It's a bit of a 
given that I support peacful meter installation prevention protests at this stage I think lol

· Like · 4


 Allan Loftus i would make gidea suffer the way they made the people in letterkeny suffer.if 

they did come in they would just go back to theyre old tricks.
· Like · 5


 Dualta Donaghy Maybe have meeting and make know to them before hand your points that 

we all reject water meter installation and will continue to protest against them, and won't 
budge on this. If the meeting turns into negotiations to get meters in or make their job easier 
in amy way then we should not engagement in this as it would be giving in and 
compromising our whole object.

· Like


 Allan Loftus i think by not meeting them dualta they will know exactly where we stand.

· Like · 1


 Dualta Donaghy True. Or say UNLESS the meeting is regarding halting installation of 

meters there is no need for meeting. This will put the ball in their court to elaborate more fir 
meeting purpose.

· Edited · Like · 3


 Siobhan Shiels Have they mentioned why they want the meeting? Is there something they 

wish to get acrossthat we're unaware of? I think both sides messages are clear and consistent
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so far. Unless they have something else to discuss? I don't see the point in meeting.
· Like · 4


 Sinéad Stewart No, just that they want to meet.

· Like


 Sinéad Stewart My own opinion, it's to get the measure of us.

· Like · 5


 Jason Patterson Fuck concrete john and his meeting. I keep hearing stories from people in lk

that refused meters when concrete men can in couple days later they persuaded the people 
that didnt want meters in to have them installed.

· Like · 4


 Allan Loftus a lot of people put a lot of work and time to get them where we want them. this

is desparate measures from them.
· Like · 7


 Sinéad Stewart Yip.

· Like · 1


 Sinéad Stewart A few months ago I'd have thought it a great idea. Not after their antics.

· Like · 1


 Eibhlin Ni Chuinneagain Leave them to it...We'll meet them head on when They return with 

whatever they have. No one wants the meters, can't see the point of it. Only for them to 
benefit as Yous say there. We spent months pleading with them on the streets not to do those
that didn't want them. Where were their negotiating skills then?

· Like · 7


 Sinéad Stewart Exactly.

· Like


 Corinna Mc Callig Meter instillation has restarted in killybegs

· Like · 1
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 Jason Patterson Did it resume on Friday. If so they're spiting shit already this was in Fridays 

paper

· Like · 3


 Eibhlin Ni Chuinneagain What's the story there corinna? All this bullshit about 

"intimidation" in glenties. Doesn't sound like they're too afraid?
· Like · 1


 Sinéad Stewart Where Jason?

· Like


 Jason Patterson What paper? Donegal News

· Like · 2


 Sinéad Stewart Jesus.

· Like


 Sinéad Stewart When did it start back in Killybegs Corinna?

· Like


 Corinna Mc Callig People got notices during the week it's in Cummins hill shores r in 

people property they r looking for permission to enter premises they r due to start this week 
I'm waiting to hear more

· Like · 5
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